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The growing importance of services is placing greater emphasis on company 
worksites as points of contact with customers.  Although back-end enterprise 
systems are the foundations of differentiated services, they often become too large 
and complex to keep pace with changing customer service needs.  Consequently, 
worksite employees must bear the burden of satisfying these needs.  Service mid-
dleware, which should become the basis of IT solutions for on-site work, consists 
of an execution layer for worksite employees and an optimization layer for worksite 
managers.  The execution layer supports enterprise systems, worksite sensors, and 
equipment to help worksite employees concentrate on the tasks of achieving high 
value.  The optimization layer optimizes the execution layer for dealing with chang-
ing customer service needs and evolving enterprise systems.  This paper outlines 
Fujitsu’s service middleware used to perform and optimize on-site work.

1. Introduction
There has been an obvious evolution from 

production to services.  In the age of production, 
products were sold immediately after being 
produced.  In the age of services, products 
are sold as part of solutions, and the key to 
enhancing business competitiveness is the ability 
to promptly provide services that meet specific 
customer needs.

The back‑end enterprise system — the 
foundation of a company’s strength — has 
become more important in the age of services.  
Various enterprise systems have already been 
added to offer diversified services.  However, such 
individual development of enterprise systems 
complicates the adjustments made between 
individual enterprise systems, and makes it diffi‑
cult to keep pace with changing customer service 
needs.  Consequently, worksite employees must 
bear the burden of satisfying these needs.  This 
growing burden on worksite employees adversely 
affects work efficiency and customer satisfaction, 

as well as exhausting those employees.
Fujitsu has promoted the research and 

development of service middleware to solve these 
problems.  Service middleware should become the 
basis of IT solutions for on‑site work.

This paper outlines the execution and 
optimization layers of  Fuji tsu ’s service 
middleware.

2. Domain of service middleware 
applicability
Figure 1 shows the domain of service 

middleware applicability.  Worksite employ‑
ees working for a service provider use back‑end 
enterprise systems to offer services to custom‑
ers.  The front server and terminals are used 
as business tools to assist worksite employees 
in mastering back‑end enterprise systems.  The 
front server helps worksite managers analyze 
and optimize on‑site work.  Specifically, the front 
server collects the input data stored on the termi‑
nals of worksite employees or sensed by worksite 
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equipment and sensors.  The front server can 
not only be a physical server at a worksite, but 
also a service provided via computer networks.  
Although such servers are now generally provid‑
ed as physical servers, expectations are for 
more front servers to be provided via computer 
networks in the future.

3. Configuration of service 
middleware
Service middleware consists of an on‑site 

work execution layer for worksite employees and 
an on‑site work optimization layer for worksite 
managers.

Worksite employees perform work to satis‑
fy customer service needs and are expected to 
concentrate on such tasks as solving customer 
problems to achieve high value as much as possi‑
ble.  The execution layer combines enterprise 
systems or sensors and equipment installed at 
worksites, and assists worksite employees in 

performing on‑site work of high added value.
As customer service needs change, on‑site 

work is progressing from day to day.  Enterprise 
systems are also progressing although the 
progress is slower than that of on‑site work.  
The optimization layer is used to optimize the 
execution layer in keeping pace with changing 
customer service needs and the ongoing develop‑
ment of enterprise systems.

Fujitsu is currently applying service 
middleware to the enterprise systems used for 
maintenance.  The execution layer is now the 
installation phase of practical maintenance work.  
Since the optimization layer remains in the 
design phase, this paper only refers to its basic 
framework.

4. On-site work execution layer
This chapter describes the two technologies 

that support the on‑site work execution layer: 
offline continuation processing and cross‑sectional 
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Domain of service middleware applicability.
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linkage.

4.1 Offline continuation processing 
technology
Offline continuation processing technology 

allows worksite employees to continue working 
using terminals alone even when disconnected 
from the front server.  Although the Internet is 
increasingly a part of modern life, networks are 
often unavailable on worksites.  For example, a 
customer engineer dispatched to a customer site 
may be unable to connect his/her terminal to the 
company due to security reasons while working 
at the customer site.  Such a case requires offline 
continuation processing.

To perform offline continuation processing, a 
terminal must be provided with a local business 
application and local DB in order to continue 
offline processing all by itself.  Upon going online, 
the terminal’s local DB and the front server’s DB 
must be synchronized.  In offline continuation 
processing, it is assumed that the DBs only store 
data like electronic slips manipulated through a 
single entry, such as by the person entering the 
data.  In synchronous processing, electronic slips 
created by an enterprise system are passed to 
the terminal’s DB through the front server’s DB.  
Electronic slips created by a terminal are passed 
to an enterprise system from the terminal’s DB 
through the front server’s DB.  Moreover, the 
front server must have a remote management 
mechanism to keep the local business application 
up to date.

Because worksite equipment cannot be 
accessed via networks in offline processing, 
dynamic equipment linkage technology is very 
useful.  This technology allows worksite employ‑
ees to dynamically detect equipment and sensors 
around the terminal for use via local communi‑
cation.  In offline processing, the data collected 
from the worksite equipment and sensors via 
local communication is stored in the terminal’s 
local DB.  Upon going online, the front server DB 
is synchronized with that data.

Fujitsu has promoted the research and 
development of techniques involving dynamic 
equipment linkage technology.  These include 
the task computing technology1) based on the 
semantic Web for service descriptions and plug 
& service capability based on an ad hoc wireless 
LAN.  Fujitsu has recently prototyped a service 
that detects a worksite display unit with a mobile 
terminal using dynamic equipment linkage 
technology, and directly transfers video stored on 
an online device to the display unit under mobile 
terminal control.2)

The lack of standard technology has 
posed a barrier to the spread of dynamic equip‑
ment linkage technology.  The digital living 
network alliance (DLNA)3) guidelines have 
recently generated high expectations for such 
standard technology.  DLNA 1.0 and its extend‑
ed guidelines have already been formulated 
and DLNA 2.0 is in progress.  Leading domestic 
makers of consumer electronics have announced 
their intention to provide DLNA‑compliant 
products.  In fact, such products are beginning to 
become popular.

4.2 Cross‑sectional linkage technology
Cross‑sectional linkage technology allows 

worksite employees to reduce their work hours 
when multiple enterprise systems must be used 
to meet complex customer requests.

Consider a case where data is exchanged 
between enterprise systems and worksites in 
the form of slips.  Worksite employees previously 
had to fill out different slips as required for the 
number of enterprise systems.  The employees 
had to bear the burden of ensuring consistency 
between multiple slips.  If inconsistent slips were 
sent to enterprise systems, individual enterprise 
systems could not check for inconsistency, which 
increased the cost of subsequent troubleshooting.

The cross‑sectional linkage technology 
employed for Fujitsu‑developed service middle‑
ware can solve this problem using an integrated 
slip developed in accordance with practical 
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on‑site work.  This integrated slip is a virtual one 
on which items required for present work have 
been semantically consolidated among the items 
listed on multiple slips.  Cross‑sectional linkage 
technology is used to collect slips from multiple 
enterprise systems and generate an integrat‑
ed slip.  This technology also disassembles the 
integrated slip on which worksite employees have 
entered data, and creates multiple slips that 
each enterprise system can understand.  It can 
be said that cross‑sectional linkage technology 
mutually converts an integrated slip required by 
worksite employees and individual slips required 
by back‑end enterprise systems.

F i g u r e  2  s h o w s  t h e  a r c h i t e c t u r e 
of  cross‑sectional l inkage technology.  A 
general‑purpose XML‑based specification such 
as universal business language (UBL),4) which 
is not dependent on the category of industry, is 
used for the integrated slip.  The architecture 
consists of two modules.  In one module, slips 
from enterprise systems are written to the XML 
integrated slip with tags added by items.  In 
the other module, the integrated slip is disas‑
sembled into slips to be passed to enterprise 
systems according to tags added to the integrat‑
ed slip.  The module groups are connected in 
a pipeline configuration.  Each module can be 
added or deleted with Plug & Play according to 
the addition and deletion of enterprise systems.

Dictionaries are shared between enterprise 
systems and worksites in order to standard‑
ize terminology.  Revising these dictionaries can 
reduce the human resources needed for worksite 
data entry and improve the quality of data to be 
entered for enterprise systems.  Analyzing the 
data of the flowing slips and data entered by 
worksites, and reviewing the items in the diction‑
aries make such revision possible.

5. On-site work optimization 
layer
This section describes the two technologies 

that support the on‑site work optimization 

layer: analytical processing plug‑in linkage and 
worksite operation optimization.

5.1 Analytical processing plug‑in linkage 
technology
Analytical processing plug‑in linkage 

technology enables worksite employees to 
maximize the analytical capability provided by 
available analytical techniques, since the plug‑in 
mechanism of this technology has achieved 
universal combinations of analytical techniques.  
Figure 3 shows an example of analytical process‑
ing plug‑in linkage technology.  This mechanism 
also supports the worksite operation optimiza‑
tion technology described below.  The technology 
consists of a step to set up sensors for collecting 
worksite data, a step to preprocess the sensor 
data, and a step to integrate the preprocessed 
data of multiple sensors in a cross‑sectional 
manner.

The sensors assumed include such hardware 
sensors as cameras and RFID readers, software 
sensors to collect the operation logs of enterprise 
systems, and consumer generated media (CGM) 
sensors to collect blog data.  The preprocess‑
ing step profiles the capabilities of analytical 
techniques and the input‑output data formats, 
and thus makes it easy to add new analytical 
techniques.  The integration step is a modeling 
step to describe the structural relations between 
the data of multiple sensors.  Typical modeling 
methods include a mathematical model based on 
a statistical approach and a machine‑learning 
model based on a computing approach.

5.2 Worksite operation optimization 
technology
Worksite operation optimization technology 

allows worksite managers to compare multiple 
worksites, transplant operations of the worksite 
offering the best performance, and optimize the 
performance of each worksite.  If a worksite 
with considerably different on‑site work features 
is set as a target, its operations may not be 
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Figure 2 
Cross‑sectional exchange pipeline.
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successfully transplanted and work the other 
way.  Therefore, setting a target worksite entails 
collecting and categorizing the worksites having 
similar features, and then selecting the one 
offering the best performance among the catego‑
rized worksites.  The procedure below is used to 
optimize worksite operations (Figure 4).
1) Categorization

Collect worksites similar to the target 
worksite.  For example, analyze POS data and 
categorize the worksites for each type of store 
(urban or suburban).  For an urban target 
worksite, collect the urban stores.
2) Model analysis

Analyze the time‑series data that indicates 
the performance of worksites belonging to the 
same category as the target worksite, and then 
build a time‑series prediction model for the 
performance of worksites in that category.  In 
the example above, collect the POS data of urban 
stores and build a time‑series prediction model 

that reproduces how products are sold in those 
urban stores.  Building a time‑series prediction 
model is no easy task, but a model is likely to 
be detected since worksites were categorized in 
step 1.
3) Business optimization

Select a worksite offering the best perfor‑
mance among those belonging to the same 
category as the target worksite.  Operations found 
on the worksite having the best performance are 
candidate operations to be transplanted to the 
target worksite.  Worksite managers perform this 
transplant by selecting worksite operations that 
may be directly linked to worksite performance.  
In the example above, the store’s attitude toward 
customers or its method of merchandise inven‑
tory control can be transplanted.  Investigate the 
actual conditions under which the store’s attitude 
toward customers enhances performance at the 
urban store having the best performance.  Also 
investigate the actual conditions under which the 

 

Figure 4
Flow of worksite operation optimization.
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store’s inventory control enhances performance 
of the urban store having the best performance.  
Then attempt to transplant those actual condi‑
tions found to the store operations of the target 
store.
4) Monitoring

Adjust the prediction value of the worksite 
having the best performance to the scale of the 
target worksite, and then compare the adjusted 
value with the resultant value of the target 
worksite in a time‑series.  Should the discrepancy 
between the values be minor, optimization can 
be considered to progress favorably.  In the 
example above, after transplanting the attitude 
toward customers and product lineup of the store 
having the best performance, should the sales 
of the target store per floor space subsequent‑
ly approach that of the store having the best 
performance, optimization can be considered to 
have progressed successfully.  Conversely, any 
discrepancy from the beginning may result in 
worksite operations not being successfully trans‑
planted.  In this case, repeat the procedure from 
step 3.  If the discrepancy grows larger over the 
passage of time, the environment surrounding 
the target worksite may have been changed.  In 
this case, repeat the procedure from step 1.

6. Conclusion
The growing importance of services is 

placing greater emphasis on company worksites.  
This paper described the execution and optimi‑
zation layers of service middleware.  Service 
middleware, which should become the front‑end 
of back‑end enterprise systems, provides an 
execution layer for worksite employees and an 
optimization layer for worksite managers.

Fujitsu is now applying service middleware 
to the enterprise systems used for maintenance, 
with the execution layer currently in the installa‑
tion phase.  Since the optimization layer remains 
in the design phase, this paper only refers to its 
basic framework.
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